
LESSONS LEARNED – 

1. The philosophical differences between the faculty and administrators have become very 

obvious. 

a. As this has the potential to harm the College’s standing in the community, it is paramount 

that everyone work collegially and in a professional manner to resolve the issues. 

b. Every effort should be made to provide consistency and transparency in communication 

between the administrators and faculty. 

c. Create an atmosphere of trust where all viewpoints can be respectfully expressed and 

considered without fear of retribution or retaliation. 

2. Faculty Concerns – 

a. The ‘new numbers’ for minimum enrollment seem barely lower than the minimum 

enrollment for MJC, which seems unfair, when their pool of students is so much larger. 

b. Some instructors were not given an opportunity to discuss individual situations with their 

Dean. One suggestion was for an open access wiki where low enrolled courses could be 

listed and faculty, staff and students could enter notes about why the course should go or 

why it has to be cancelled so the process will be more transparent. 

c. It seems like the Deans used to have more discretion to make decisions that took 

enrollment balancing into account; this time it felt like ‘marching orders’ were given and 

they could not look at individual situations. 

d. Some faculty are teaching small independent study courses for no pay because they are 

trying to help students but this is frowned on by YFA and is not a sustainable solution. 

e. There is an outstanding question about what happens when a faculty member is below load 

due to cancelled courses. In the past, the understanding was that sometimes a low enrolled 

class was let go to make an instructor’s load.  This seems to have changed but it is unclear 

what the new process is. 

f. There are concerns about the consistency of information from Deans to faculty. 

g. The $50K figure that was shared at the forum seems like a drop in the bucket compared to 

our overall budget – couldn’t the $50k be taken from somewhere else in the budget? 

(Clarification made after on this by Gary Whitfield: It would have cost the college $200,000 

to have the cancelled classes go on.  The college would have received $150,000 in revenue 

which would have resulted in a $50,000 loss to the college. Feb. 6, 2015) 

3. There is broad agreement the college employees are not knowledgeable about the duties and 

responsibilities of the administrators, faculty and students. 

a.  Suggestion – have mandatory college wide forums, etc. to provide the basics of – 

1) Public fund accounting – what is it? How does it work? Budgets – define and explain 

how they are developed and work. Explain the difference between restricted and 

unrestricted funds and how they work. 

2) State and Federal legislation – explain how legal mandates affect what YCCD, MJC and 

CC can and cannot do. 

3) Outline the responsibilities of the Administrators – operational, Faculty (certificated) – 

education and counseling and Students – what are their responsibilities when they 

come to CC to get an education? 

4. There is broad agreement the college employees need a greater understanding of college 

processes and procedures that are outside the scope of their particular department/division. 
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a. Suggestion – provide mandatory college wide forums, etc., to provide this information. 

5. There is broad agreement the College needs to develop a strategic marketing plan. 

a. Whose responsibility is to manage advertising and marketing at Columbia College? 

1) We need a clear, cohesive message from the college in our advertising. 

2) Should instructors advertise their own classes? If so, provide easy ways to contact 

students to notify them of low enrollment classes and possible cancellations. 

3) Should advertising be done only by Departments or Divisions? 

4) Think outside the box for creative ways to entice people to attend CC. 

5) Suggestion – an English teacher could speak to Sonora High’s AP Literature class. 

6) In this dire situation, it most likely will take extra effort and work on the part of many 

people to get the college back on track. 

7) Should the college hire an advertising firm to help us understand the advertising 

options, which ones would be best for our needs, and then help develop a strategic 

advertising plan? 

8) When dealing with the newspaper, demand a balanced reporting of situations. People 

read the paper and assume the report is correct. The most recent articles are skewed 

toward one point of view. 

6. Student Concerns – 

a. Many students said they were not notified at all about their cancelled class(es).  

b. Some students had classes that changed instructors, locations and even days/times. 

c. Some students purposely don’t register until the first week because they have had classes 

cancelled in the past, creating a downward spiral. 

d. Some students and community members have lost faith in our schedule. 

e. Review and streamline, where possible, processes/procedures used by students to register 

for classes. 

1) Time Conflict was a specific area mentioned by a student. 

7. There is broad agreement the college needs to develop a policy/procedure for building the class 

schedule. 

a. Development of the policy/procedure should be a joint effort between the administrators, 

instructors, counselors and student services. 

b. Following are several suggestions and comments that should provide a good starting point 

for collegial, professional discussions – 

1) Honor the 2 year course projection in the catalog – Ed plans are developed based on this 

information – advanced planning is critical. 

2) Offer and honor AD-T courses – advanced planning is critical. 

3) Offer and honor fourth semester specialty courses – advanced planning it critical. 

4) Course cancellations need to be made in a much timelier manner – Suggest that courses 

are looked at a week after open registration and start making the tough calls early on.  

This could give students more time to make alternate plans. 

5) Suggestion – Set a deadline for registration one week before classes start. This would 

allow one week to assess enrollment, complete cancellations, combine sections, add 

sections, contact students, promote endangered classes. This would also help Financial 

Aid by them not issuing FA to students who then have to pay it back because of 
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cancelled classes. When students don’t pay back FA, the College has to take it out of its 

budget to repay the government. 

6) Don’t cancel classes until the first week of school is finished. 

7) We need to look at the federally mandated dates for dispersing financial aid checks. 

8) Offer late start GE courses to accommodate students dealing with cancelled classes or 

job conflicts. 

9) Basic Skills courses: *) Be sure ENG 650 and Math 601/602 don’t conflict; *) Keep ENG 

649 as an essential component to ENG 650 and ENG 151 skills success; and *) Consider 

offering Basic Skills curses, including the Algebras and English courses, in two-day a 

week format in addition to 4-days a week. 

10) Adding late start classes is not always the answer because they end up running outside 

the normal time blocks so students end up with conflicts. Question: Can we add some of 

the extra classes earlier to handle wait lists? 

11) Lower the enrollment numbers for certain specialized classes that are unlikely to get big 

numbers. 

12) Let teachers take extra students on wait lists in other classes to ‘enrollment balance’ 

those other courses that fall short. 

13) Cancel classes only after consulting with the teacher about ideas of what to do. 

14) Put notices in the paper or on the radio station. 

15) Just relax and let these classes go. 

16) Offer more classes on Fridays. 

17) Offer a full day of classes on Saturday – for a 1 ½ hour class twice a week, offer that 

same class for 3 hours on Saturday which could make it much easier for parents with 

small children to attend because child care issues wouldn’t be so great (other family 

members would be available to babysit on a Saturday).  MJC offers classes on both 

Saturday and Sunday. 

18) How rigorously are programs (degree and certificate) analyzed for relevancy and 

viability? Is part of the scheduling problem caused by the college offering programs that 

are no longer relevant/viable? 

19) Really look at our courses and trim down our variety of offerings to consolidate our 

limited pool of students. 

20) Low enrollment specialty classes – can we use the new state mandate to work collegially 

with neighboring colleges to our advantage and theirs? If two schools have low 

enrollment in two classes, have the students from one school attend the one class at the 

other school and vice versa for the other class. 

21) Add more night classes. 

22) Offer few sections of classes to encourage higher enrollment in each section while 

maintaining enough offerings to meet students’ needs. 

23) More research is needed on adult development, college readiness, rural conditions, and 

college outcomes. 

24) Cancellations have increased the level of fear and distrust at multiple levels. 

25) Clear best practices and consistent commitments to established priorities. 

26) We need more engagement between Columbia College and our local community. 

27) Columbia College should decide what ought to be valued and measure those items. 



28) Cancelling lots of classes can affect the overall cost of books to students. 

8. Ed Plans – Ed Plans provide information to the college about the class needs of the students. 

a.  Advertise, advertise and advertise some more that new students need to meet with a 

counselor – that gets the student to prepare an Ed Plan and gets them registered in the 

correct classes at the correct time. 

b. Add “Meet with a Counselor” to the Road Map in the schedule. 

c. Following the proper steps as outlined by the college is a student’s responsibility. The 

college needs to make sure the procedures and steps within the procedures are clearly 

defined. 

9. Improve communication between Columbia College and the District 

a.  Establish clear, shared priorities. There is a perception the District is focused on financial 

considerations to the exclusion of other important factors. 

10. Columbia College needs a robust Enrollment Management Committee with a clear charge and 

scope. 
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